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You may wonder why a woman from Israel is talking in Hungary about the citrus industry in Cuba.
The answer is because our company has a long-term joint venture with two citrus factories in Cuba
that represent 80% of the total citrus industry in Cuba.
In this presentation I will initially provide some background information on the political and economic
situation in Cuba and then discuss the citrus industry. Aspects covered include a short historical
review of the sector, the citrus factories, quality control, the processing seasons, characteristics of the
major citrus crops, grapefruit and orange; the citrus oils, the impact of natural disasters, the citrus
revolution that has taken place in Cuba and finally prospects for the sector.
WHAT IS CUBA FOR YOU?
Cuba is one of the most intriguing countries in the world.
I do not know how many of you have been to Cuba, but it
is definitely worth a visit, not only because of what
Columbus said in his first visit to Cuba, that “this is the
landscape which a man’s eye has never seen before”, but
because Cuba has so many unique things to offer – and
yes it is an island with beautiful beaches!
People may say that Cuba is the last communist country,
but many will say that the Cubans are Fidelists rather
than communists. Cuba has been communism or more
accurately – Fidelism – since 1959. Fidel is no longer in power and there has been a good transition to
Fidel’s brother Raul who is now President and everything looks stable. However, one would need to
be a prophet in order to predict what will eventually happen.
One cannot talk about Cuba without mentioning the tobacco for their cigars and praising their famous
rum. In this country, the Salsa dance is not learnt - it is innate! It seems that babies learn to dance
before they learn to walk! Walking along the streets of Cuba is sometimes like watching a movie of
the 1950’s. You feel as if time has stopped. As if it was just a week ago that the Americans left the
island and their cars behind. This is a country where the past intermingles with the present. Where
(very old) vintage cars from the early fifties, are still running next to new models. In Cuba people
queue for ice, because not everyone has a fridge at home. However, one does not see homeless people
on the streets.
When you ask consumers and purchasing managers about Cuba, they will probably tell you that Cuba
is:
• the largest supplier of premium quality sweet orange
• the second largest supplier of premium quality grapefruit
As the Google Earth map shows, Cuba lies between North and South America, close to the Gulf of
Mexico. Alongside Cuba you can see the Dominican Republic and below Cuba you can see Jamaica,
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Yucatan – Mexico-Cancun. Also part of Cuba is Guantanamo Bay, which everyone has now heard
about. Florida is very close to Cuba and approximately half of Havana’s population has families in
Florida. The embargo imposed on Cuba by their US neighbour undoubtedly creates a huge problem
for the local population, but this does not change the fact that the Cubans are an extremely pleasant,
warm, and joyful people.
Cuba is a large island, approximately 900 km in length with approximately 11 million inhabitants, out
of which about 20% live in Havana, the capital. The proportion of land to population leaves plenty of
space for agriculture! Besides agriculture, Cuba obtains income from other sources. One of these is
tourism; 15 years ago, less than 0.5 million tourists visited Cuba annually; nowdays, the number
exceeds 2.0 million, bringing in an income of more than US$2 billion to the country. Tourism is
Cuba’s largest source of income.
Surprisingly, the second source of income comes from donations given directly to the Cubans by their
families in Florida, which also amounts to more than US$ 2 billion. Another important source of
income is remittances from Cubans living abroad especially the USA and more recently donations that
have been received from President Chavez of Venezuela.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO THE CITRUS INDUSTRY

1490 – Cuba’s citrus activity began when Christopher Columbus, on his second voyage to the
Caribbean in 1493, brought some citrus seeds to Haiti, from where they were passed on to Cuba.
1894 – For 400 years the Cubans took no advantage from these citrus seeds and their fertile soil. As
always, only a crisis brings the opportunity, which came with the big freeze in Florida.
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The big freeze took place over two consecutive years and literally killed 90% of the Floridian citrus
industry. In the crisis, farmers looked for alternatives and they did not have to look very far – Cuba
was there! So they moved to Cuba and planted citrus there in order to sell to the USA. However this
trial failed due to high duties.
1959 – The Communist Revolution saw Fidel Castro coming to power but he was isolated from the
rest of the world. Following the revolution the immediate contact was with the USSR that needed
citrus and actually both partners found synergy – it provided a big push to the development of the
citrus industry.
1991 - After the fall of the Berlin Wall, President Fidel Castro had the choice of either following the
path chosen by the Soviet Union, (which created a huge gap between the rich and the poor), or to
gradually open up the country to the West. One of the ways of doing this was to establish joint
ventures with foreign companies who were ready to invest, to bring in know-how and to open new
markets for Cuba, other than Eastern European market. A key turning point was when Cuba took the
decision to collaborate with western companies, in order to upgrade its economy, for which we can
now see the results.
2000 – The IFU Symposium in Cuba, with some 400 participants from all around the world! It proved
that Cuba was indeed on the world’s citrus map and concluded the Citrus Revolution! Since then
customers have been knocking on our doors to ask for Cuban citrus products!
Cuban Soil.
As the slide illustrates some plantation land is very rocky.
One way to overcome this obstacle and to plant citrus
was by drilling a hole in the rock and inserting a stick of
dynamite! This is a real story! At the end of the day, what
does a plant need? Physical support, water and chemicals
– and it works!

The Citrus Factories
The Ministry of Agriculture heads all Cuban citrus
activity and this includes the plantations, the fruit and the
citrus plants. The oils are by-products of citrus processing
and as such, they are sold through the same channels.
Jaguey Grande and La Isla products are sold by our
company, while Ciego and Contramastra by a Cuban
marketing company and the Pinar Del Rio plant is a joint
venture between the Cuban and another European
company.
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Quality Control
All factories were significantly upgraded
4 factories are ISO 9002 certified
4 factories are SGF members

The processing seasons
Grapefruit: September - February
Orange: December - June

Characteristics
Very wide range of Ratio:
Grapefruit:
6 - 11
Orange:
10 - 40
Non-bitter products
Special flavor

GRAPEFRUIT – TORONJA
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Cuba produces approximately 300,000 tons of grapefruit of which 90% are directed to the industry to
produce approximately 120,000 tons of juice (or 20,000 tons of concentrate and 200 tons of oils (white
and pink). These data are based on an average of a non-hurricane and non-post hurricane year. Cuba is
different from other countries in the fact that 90% of fruit
goes to the industry whereas elsewhere only the second
best fruit goes to the industry. This guarantees a better
quality of fruit for squeezing.
Share of processed grapefruit output: globally Cuba is
second in processed grapefruit output behind the USA
and followed by Israel, South Africa and Argentina. This
is under the same assumptions of an average year without
hurricanes.

As regards exports, since the USA uses most of the
grapefruit in the local market, Cuba has become the
largest exporter of processed grapefruit.

QUALITY AND PRODUCTS

There are three grapefruit varieties grown in Cuba, white
(Marsh seedless variety) accounting for approx. 70% of
production, pink (Ruby Red) accounting for approx. 25
% and red (Star Rio and Rio Red varieties) accounting
for approx. 5%.

From these grapefruit Cuba produces a wide range of grapefruit products that include
FGJC (frozen grapefruit juice concentrate) 58
Bx ratio 6-12
low pulp FGJC
frozen and aseptic NFC (not from concentrate) - juice
frozen and aseptic cell
cold pressed oil – white and pink
distilled oil
oil phase
water phase
d-limonene
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Cuba grapefruit have a wide range of ratios as shown in
the diagram that illustrates the ratio between Brix and
acidity. As the season moves forward the fruit becomes
sweeter.

Thus to summarise, Cuba is the second largest grapefruit
processor, it produces approximately 300,000 tons of
fruit; there is a lack of bitterness in the fruit and there is a
wide Brix/acidity ratio ranging between 6-12.

ORANGE – NARANJA
Some basic statistics on the Cuban orange industry:
• Cuba is the fifth largest orange processing
country after Brazil, USA, Spain and Italy but
• It is first in sweet (high ratio) orange processing!

It produces approximately 350,000 tons of fruit of which
90% is directed to the industry. Again this is different
from other countries and guarantees a better quality of
fruit for squeezing. It can produce approximately 140,000
tons of juice or approximately 30,000 tons of concentrate
and approximately 1,000 tons of oils.
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Quality and Trends
Consumers are moving to a sweeter (higher ratio) juice.
1950-1970 Israel and Spain controlled the market and
dictated the taste with an acidic juice (ratio 11-12).
1970-1990 - then Brazil made a strong entrance with high
ratio product, the consumer tasted the sweeter juice and
apparently liked it (ratio 14-16).
1990-2005 – Cuba, Mexico and the USA made a strong
penetration of the European market and the ratio went up
to 18.
More recently we are experiencing a very strong demand
for higher ratio and sweeter juice for ratio 18+!
Trends

The variety – Valencia.
You may see a juice and a concentrate

From its oranges Cuba produces a wide range of orange products including
FCOJ (frozen orange juice concentrate) 66 Brix ratio 1040
low pulp FCOJ
frozen and aseptic NFC (not from concentrate) - juice
frozen and aseptic cells
cold pressed oil
distilled oil
oil phase
water phase
d-limonene
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Cuba’s oranges have a wide range of ratio as shown in the
diagram that illustrates the ratio between Brix and acidity.
As the season moves forward the fruit is sweeter and has
different uses:
Low Ratio (Acidic) – Mainly for Nectar
Medium Ratio – Low and High Ratio Juice
High Ratio (Sweet) – Mainly for Blends.

Thus to summarise, Cuba is the largest high ratio orange producer, it produces approximately 350,000
tons of fruit; a large proportion of which is top quality product and there is a wide Brix/acidity ratio
ranging between 10-40.

CITRUS OILS
The Citrus Oils and Pictures of the Citrus Oils Process

The chart of the process of cold pressed oil and distilled
oil.
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The chart of the process of d-limonene

The chart of the process of water phase and oil phase

The various citrus oil products produced are:
• Cold Pressed Oil
• Distilled Oil
• Oil Phase
• Water Phase
• D-Limonene
Climatic Factors
When dealing with nature, various countries suffer from various disasters including droughts, floods,
earthquakes, fires, freezes, etc. One major influence on the Cuban citrus industry has been the impact
of hurricanes.
The Citrus Revolution in Cuba
Top quality products
Waiting list of customers
Worldwide market leader
Over the last 16 years Cuba has become an important
factor on the world’s citrus map introducing its products
worldwide but especially to Europe and even to Japan.
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Also Cuba has recovered very quickly from hurricane damage – and no “force majeure” was declared
and contracts were fulfilled. There is no doubt that the hurricane that hit Cuba a few years ago had a
great influence on the market for special Cuban products, but the very fast way in which the Cubans
have recovered without any foreign assistance, should set a good example to the world’s citrus
industry!
FUTURE PROSPECTS
Sixteen years ago Cuba was not known on the world's citrus map, but today things are different. From
knocking on customer’s doors to sell Cuban products, today customers are asking for Cuban products,
thanks to their quality!
The future prospects for the industry appear good with increases in both production capacities and
continuous quality upgrading. Thus, a number of positive developments are taking place including:
• Constant investment in new equipment e.g. new evaporator and new aseptic line at Jaguey
Grande
• Constant growth in production with 1,000 new hectares of plantations each year
• The introduction of new varieties
• Developing new markets

The Cubans have…
• The land
• A major part of the agricultural and
logistic infrastructure
• The labor force
• Technical and scientific resources
and…

The will to continue developing the Cuban Citrus Industry!
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The potential is definitely there!
The Cuban citrus industry is moving forward
So, I hope that next time, when you hear the name Cuba, you will NOT only think about this…

But also about the juices, concentrates and Citrus

Oils!
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